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Abstract: This instrument is designed for measuring the strike
and inclination of fault in seismology and geology_ Because of
lower accuracy requirement of measurement,the stereocamera can
be made simply and lightly and with the non-metric camera. This
paper not only describes the model for selecting camera,determining of photogrammetric base-line,setting of focus and the
feature of construction design of the lightweight stereocamera,
but also emphatically discusses the installation,the adjustment
and the calibration of stereocamera and the data processing
related to the determinaion of photogrammetric coordinate and
computation of strike and inclination etc. Flnally,the way for
simplifying the data processing,which the corrected image coordinates are obtained using the nomogran,is presented in order
to spread the stereocamera system use in non-photogrammetric
de-partments.
1.
Introduction
China is a mult-earthquake country. The earthquake hazard must
be measured rapidly after a great earthquake in order to supply
a basement data for the assessment of intensity. The strike and
inclination of the building crack and the surface fault are one
of the necessary contents in the seismic measurement. Because
some cracks or faults appear in high or dangerous place which is
difficult to close,the investigators in the past only took a single
picture for reference in analysis and can't get the necessary data.
The stereophotogrammetry is a mon-contact surveying and is
suitible for measuring the objects which are difficultly accessed
to.We had recorded the earthquake hazards with the phototheodolite in some past earthquakes. However this instrument laCKS
the accessories needed by seismic measurement and is difficult to
spread because of the complex operation and data processing.In
addition to this,it is expensive and clumpy so that the bus must
be provided in the field measurement,which is not quite convenient in the case of the traffic block in the earthquake area. These
disadvantages had greatly restricted the applicalion of photogrammery to the seismology and geology_
Therefore developping a lightweight stereocamera and a method of
data proceSSing is very significant for the application and
expansion of nhotogrammotry in seismology and geology.
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2. Consideration of Accuracy
As contrasted with the metrtc camera,the non-metric camera
contains the great lens distortion and l.ll1stable inner orientation
and is lack: of' the flattening device and fiducial maJ'k.B. Some of
th88e disadvantages can be overcome.Fo~ example,the fiducial
marks can be cu~ artificially in each side of frame.Other disadvantages !:lake the non-Metric camera only has lower acc 1.:tracy
~()mr~~Y'ing' T"i t~l the metric C3.merCl.
H01"e'ver tt is ';'le11 knoTtln that the accur3.cy ,require:nent of: the
.seisTr:tc 2rlci geologic3..l rn83.S'ITerrtsr..t is qui te lO~·l. ~·,rtl(?re the deter'ni~n tier: of. strike and 1nc1ina tioD n.re mea.;:Flred only in the accl''''''a "T o,pC 1 -?
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Hhere ;3 is the length of faul t, L::.S is :neas'lrins
error of length fro~ point B to A.The eq~ation
indicates that the toleran.ce of sC8.1e erY'or ~s
considerable 2nd the rel.'1tive aCC'lr8.C~" of the
photogrammetric base-line is very low,only requiring about 1/60.1n addition,the requirement
of measuring and setting the exterior orientat~.
1
ion of stereocamera is greatly lowered because
rlg.
of the considernble toler8nce of inclination measurement. For examnle,the accuracy of levelling the stereocamera in photography
can be tolerated un to degree. These low requirements give the
f8vourable chance for designing the simnle and i ightweigh s tereocamer!.:l.

3. The Characters of Lightweight Stereocamera
In view of the main application of stereocamera for field observation and measurement in seismology and geology,the following
reauirements should be satisfied:
* Lightweightness of instrument and simplicity of operation and
d.a ta p,:)ssessing;
* Basically fixed exterior and relative orientation of stereocamere;
* CapabilIty of measurement of magnetic orientation;
* Capability of rhotographing the most objects distroyed in earthC'juake;
* Capability of determination or objects set in high place.
Considering above requirements,the design of stereocamera should
be characterized as follows:
(1) Selection of camera Model
The Hai-Ou camera 120 made in China is selected because the
frame size is bigger and the focus distance is longer than the
camera 135. Camera 120 have two models of double and simgle lens.
The Hai Ou 203 simple lens camera can be easily fixed in the base
platform without many refiting and its measured orientation not
influenced by the interchange of film roll after camera is fixed.
In addition,it is lighter and cheener than the double lens camera.
(2) Selection of Base Length
In view of the most photogrammtric distance (10-20m),the fixed
base length is used as B=1.4m. such as,from the point of the
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effect of stereophotogrammetry,t~e good auu~acy can be obta~ned
in the area of coverage from 5.6 (4B) to 21 (15 B). The obJects
far from 30 m (about 20 B) can "be photographed when the accuracy
requlrement is not high.
l3) Determination of Setting Focus of Camera
mm
Based on the parameters of 203 camera: f=75 f relative aperture=1:3.5,the hyperfocal distance H can be computed from fol1oWlng equation: 2
H ::

f
E,

K

mm
where ~=diameter of the blurry circle. Letting s=0.1 ,we can
m
get H=16 if f=75 and k=3.5.
m
when the focus is setted on the focusing distance 10 ,we
obtain:
H D
m
the front scenc distance D1=H~D ~ 6
the rear scene distamce D? = H~ D ~26m
This depth of
eld is very~suitaBle for our most photogrammetc objects.
The Way of Stereophotography
ec
Considering that most objects are located uphill, + 250 equal
obligue nhotography is designed besides th~ nOEffi al c@3se.
The efficient picture size of 203 camera lS 5 x5 . When
f=75m~ the a.""1gle of im8ge field C2n be cr:-lculated
(4)

,2
. 5 = 36 • 6·
I =2 xarc tg
-r=;:s

the ascending vertical
angle of the photography is 43:3 (see Fig.2). In this way, the
elevation of objects which can be Photographed is the same as
the distance of camera-to-subject.
t5). Characters of Constructive Design of Stereocamera
* The standard products-- the existing tripod and theodolite
mount are used;
* The pin seal is generally applied in order to guarantee the
connecting preclsion and to ~ake load or unload conveniently;
* The mount of whole central support is constructed as a single unit. This is heloful for strengthening the firmness. In
addition, beth of arms are lengthened
as far as possible in order to strengthen the connection of supoort mount
with base arm;
,"
* The instru~ent is levelled using
the independent level and a trough is
cut only in the tube(wrap arc 250) in
the deSign of +25 0 .oblioue angle in
order to simplify the stereocamera as
far as possible.
The appearance of stereocamera is
shown in
.3. The weight of one set
of instrument l including the tripod)
Fig. 2
amounts about 7 kg ••
~hen

+25 0 oblique photography is used,
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4. Calibration of' Stereocamera
The purpose 01" camera calibration is determining the interior
and relative orientation of' camera . The calibration is completed
by the indoor three-dimensional control field and the program of
space resectlon of a single photograph for camera calibration in
the photogramme tric department of 'Nuhan Technical Uni versi ty of
Surveying And Mapping. All of the image coordinates are measured
in Stecometer. The outputs of program consist of the interior
and exterior orientation parameters: tne principal distance f;
tne coordinates of principal point xo,zo; the parameters of lens
distortion K1,k2; the parameters of af'fine transformation ds,d~;
the coordinates of perspective center AS,YS,Zs and the elements
of angular orientation 0/ ,w,x. The photography and comDutation
are made in three periods: 1986.11,1987.3 and 5.0ne of the calibrated images is shown as Fig.4.
Because the stereocamera is arbitrarily
setted in control field, in order to determine the stereophotogrammetric coordinate system based on stereocamera, the
comDonents of base-line are ca~culated
by ~he coordinate differences of two perspective centers computed by each pair of
pictures:
Bx = Xsr-Xsl, By = Ysr-YsI, Bz=Zsr-Zsl,
and the direction angle of basd-line in
photography is determined by following
equatlon:
B
A = t3n-1B~
(1)
Subtracting angle A from angle Cf which
is determIned from calibration of each
¥ig.4
camera, the stereophotogrammetric coordinate system, Which use the persDective center of left station as
origin and the Ex direction as axis X, is formed (refer to Fig.5).

Fig. 3
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The average camera parameters of the normal case ana equal oblique
photography, which are calculated from the data in different callbratlon period, are snown in table 1, where 1 is the angle after
subtracting the angle A.
Table 1
eaual oblique photograph,
normal case
parameters left cam. right cam. lelt cam. r.lght cam.
80.66
80.)8
f(mm)
80.84
80.74
-0.62
-0.59
xo(mm)
-0.67
-0.69
0.43
0.31
0.36
0.38
20\.mm)
-2.54x10- 6 -3 .16x'1 0- 6 -1.97 X 10 6 -2.84x10- 6
k1
5. 97x1 0-9 5.03x10-9 6.13x10- 4 5.05x10- 9
1\.2
5.69x10- 4 -1.10x10-3 -5.45x10- -1.06x10- 4
ds
63. t 4
36. '2
45. '5
5713
d~
11 • t 5
18. '6
45. '3
37. '6
t1J
u)
20 0 34. '6
16. '4
19 0 13.'5
-5. '6
)Z
5. '6
22. '2
21.
'8
8. ' 1
1401 . 92
1:),mm)
1402 . 63

g

5. Determination of Strike Arid Inclination
(1) Field Photography And Survey
It would best if the base-line of photography is setted parallel
to the rock face or fault which was surveyed. The stereocamera is
leveled. The equal oblique 8ngle is setted for the upper objects.
The magnetic orientation is read after photography.
(2).Calculation of Photogrammetric Coordinates
A) Cumputation of orientation matrix of camera. The photogrammetric coordinate system of the lightweight stereocamera is shown
in Fig.5. The rotation matrix of left and right camera can be comDuted from the average orientation elements which are determined
from the above section as follows:

ra1 a2 a~]
R= b1P2 h§
C1 c2 c3
l·

=

[COS f cosx-sin'9 sinw sinX
-siner conK -:-con'f sinu.>· sin)(
cOSU) Sln}{

sin g> cos oJ
cos g> casu)
sinw

-cos<J' sinK -sin9' sin w COSK]
sin,? sinx -coso/ sinw cosx (2)
cos w cos)(.
B). Correction of image coordinate. It consists of correcting following terms: x o '
20, ds, dB ,k 1 and k2, 'N'hich are
obtained from the camera calibration:
x' 2
(
, 2
6xt=-~xo+k1 x'-xo)r +k2
(x'-xo)(r4-r~)+(z'-zo)(1+dS)
sin cl(3
x, 2 t
,...,

P(J.,y,l)

~.

DZ'=Zo-~xo+k1(z'-zo)rL+

k2(zt-zo)(r4-r~)+(Z'-20)
l(1+ds)cOSd~-1}

(3)

where r 2 =(x'-xo)2+(z'-zo)2
therefore we can get

Fig. 5
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I

(4)
X=X'+6X'
Z=Z'+AZ'
where x' ,z'=measured image coordinates.
C) Calculation of photogrammetric coordinates. First, the corrected
image coordinates are transformed into the coordinates of parallel
photographic case:

[ ~~~ 1 = RL

[

~: 1

[

~~~ 1

= Rr

[~~ 1

(5)

where"L"8nd"r"present the left and right photograph individually.
Then the photogrammetric coordinates of the desired points are:
,- fnr J ~
Y=Bf ~L
A~

f

nr xn L- n LXn~

)

..L

znL

xnL

( 6)
nL
(3) Computation of Geological Elernent3-3tril{e And Inclination
A)Determination of Plane 2quation of Rock Layer.The plane equation of rock layer is determined in order to determine the strike and
inclination. The plane equation in three dimensienal space is defind
as follows:
a X +b Z + c y = w
(7)
At least three known Doints are needed for finding the coefficients.
The least squares adj~stment is used for more ~oints.Then the above
equalion can be rewritten
x=y - ; -

Z=Y-f

J.nL

Y=c

+ a

1

1

X+ b Z
1

For the arbitrary point i,the remainder is
r.1. = Y.1. - C1 - a 1 X.1. - b 1 Z.1.
where i=1,2···n. A set of normal eauations are formed with the least
souares adjustment,which can be written by matrix symbol:
A. V =B
(8)
where A ::::: XTZ
XTy
B =
v

1 X", Z1
I
1 X,", Z,",
L

X =
1

'"?

L..

n

L

.1.1

Y =

Zn

Thus the unknown
B) Computation
s tr ike 01,:::::90·
inclination

Y2

hotograohic direction

1

V

c

[ ac 1

y

b1
n
vector '/ can be dete::1ined.
of strike and inclination.
+ tan -1 ( a 1 ) + Ao
-1 (a 2 + 1)1/2 (9)
~ =-tan
_ _1~_ __
b

~

/
/

strike of
faul t

1

where Ao is the measured magnetic orientation of
photographic direclion (refer to Fig.6).

Fig.. 6

6. Test Kesult
The scientific research building in lnstitude of Seismology is
used as the test field (Fig. 7 ).First,the building is photographed
using the phototheodolite.At the same time,the coordinates of 12
control points (are marked) are mrasured by the theodolite forward
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intersection and the magnetic orientation is surveyed. The influences caused by the change of orientation elements of camera in
photography are corrected in terms of the controls and thus some
known points in several planes of building are densified.All of
the points are measured with stecometer.Then the strike and
inclination are computed by the method of above section and used
as the knowns data in order to check the accuracy of the lightweight stereo camera.
The test field is photographed using the stereocamera from the
different directions and distances and the magnetic orientation
are measured. The homologous points measured by
metric camera are identified in the films of
lightweight stereocamera.All of the films a~e
measured in the comparator 1818.Then the phobuilding
togrammetric coordinates, the plane equations
and the strike and inclination of each plane
are calculated in the same way.Comparing the
calculated results with the results determined by metric camera,the following table is
obtained:
table 2 shows that the accuracy of strike
and inclination determined by the lightweight
stereocamera can reach the level of ±1~ in the
case of photogrammetric distance 25 m,where the
t
strike error is bigger because of the bigger
reading error of the the compass. This accuracy
still can satisfy the requirement of the seisFig.7
mological and geoloical survey.
cm inThethemeasurement
error of coordinate reach!1 m
case of
photogrammetric distamce 10 • Therefore the iustrument can be
used to determine the width of fault or to record the traffic
accident or the scene of a crime also.
table 2
mean photo. I Rl\,1SE of point (relative ~trike error Inclination
distance(rn), ms(mm)
laccuracy i
mOl
error mf3
10
11 . 3
I 1/900 I
1 • 02 '
38 '
32,4
1/620 I
1 • 23 '
46 '
20
25
43.5
I 1/570 i
1· 25'
1 08'
7. Simplicity of Data Processing
The correction coefficients of eauation 2-5 are constant for
a certain camera while we use above computation method and can
store in computer in advance.AIl of the-operations caD be completed by the fixed program in the computer PC-15QO.These operations are not complex for photogrammetrists,but it can be
trouble for some field geologists.In order to simplify the computation,the correction nomogram can be Dlotted in stead of
computation of equation 2-5.
The AX,LlZ and .1f correction nomogram of left and right camera
in the normal case 2nd ecual oblique photogra~hy can be plotted
individually for a calibrated lightweight
stereocamera.
Figure 8 presents the AX correction nomogram which is cOllDuted
and plotted using the calibration parameters of left camera in
normal case. Based on the measured image coordinate x' ,the corr8
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ection DX can be read d~£ectly in nomogram. The reading accuracy
can be attained to 0.01 •
The image coordinates of points can be calculated from corrections OX,~Z and Af determined by the corresponding nomogram as
follows:
x = x' + boX , Z = z' + AZ , f = f + Af
(10)
Thenremaining equatiBn can be computeR by the pocket computer.
Because of the simplicity of operation, This stereophotogrammetric
system will be spread much easily in the non-photogrammetric
departments.

Fig.8
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